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with a specialization in
Advanced Architectural Design

1
AUTUMN
First Semester
AAHN02 - Advanced Architectural Design I
AAHN25 - Advanced Architectural Design I, Theory

Elective course, one out of:
AAHN15, Creative Tools of Architecture I
AAKN20, Architecture, Materials and Details I
ABFF01, Scandinavian Architecture and Urbanism I
AFON25, Performing Theories

ASBN02, Sustainable Urban Recycling

2
SPRING
Second Semester
AAHN06 - Advanced Architectural Design II
AAHN10, Integrated Design: Structural Design - Architectural Design

Elective course, one out of:
ABAN15, Climate Smart Arch and Urban Design
AFON30, Architecture as Temporal Landscape
ASBN26, Landscape Architecture and Gardens

ASBN06, Sustainable Urban Recycling, Theory

3
AUTUMN
Third Semester
ASEN01, Spatial Experiments I
ASEN10, Spatial Experiments I, Theory

ASBN31, Sustainable Urban Dynamics
ASBN41, Urban Dynamics - Theories and Tendencies

Elective course, one out of:
AAHN15, Creative Tools of Architecture I
AAKN20, Architecture, Materials and Details I
ABFF01, Scandinavian Architecture and Urbanism I
AFON25, Performing Theories

ASEN05, Spatial Experiments II
ASEN10, Integrated Design: Structural Design - Architectural Design

Elective course, one out of:
ABAN15, Climate Smart Arch and Urban Design
ASBN20, Architecture in Material and Detail II
AFON30, Architecture as Temporal Landscape

ASEN06, Urban Shelter, Theory

4
SPRING
Fourth Semester
ASEN01, Spatial Experiments I
ASEN10, Spatial Experiments I, Theory

ASBN31, Sustainable Urban Dynamics
ASBN41, Urban Dynamics - Theories and Tendencies

Elective course, one out of:
AAHN15, Creative Tools of Architecture I
AAKN20, Architecture, Materials and Details I
ABFF01, Scandinavian Architecture and Urbanism I
AFON25, Performing Theories

AFON30, Architecture as Temporal Landscape

Degree project in
Advanced Architectural Design

N.B. As one of three elective courses either AFON25, Performing Theories, or AFON30, Architecture as Temporal Landscape, has to be chosen.

Degree project in
Spatial Experiments

N.B. As one of three elective courses either AFON25, Performing Theories, or AFON30, Architecture as Temporal Landscape, has to be chosen.

Degree project in
Human Shelter/Urban Space

N.B. As one of three elective courses either AFON25, Performing Theories, or AFON30, Architecture as Temporal Landscape, has to be chosen.